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VOLUNTEER POSITIONS:  
Our dedicated volunteers are what keep our clinic running and 
able to offer health care services and care for our community.  
We have a variety of volunteer opportunities throughout the 
week, both medical and non-medical.  

Here are some of our more critical needs for Tuesday evenings:

• Meal Providers 
• Pharmacy Technicians 
• Receptionists
• Nurses 
• Certified Lab Technicians 
• Pharmacists 
• Providers - MD/NP/PA (Tuesday evening or Thursday 
  daytime)

Other volunteer positions intermittently 
available include: Intake Coordinators, 
Administrative Assistants, Office 
Receptionists, Vision Providers, Vision Techs, 
Spanish Interpreters, Cleaning/Janitorial, and 
Special Project Assistants, Mental Health 
Providers and Nurses

I can change the world, 
      with 

my own two hands. 

After months of planning, the Chippewa Valley 
Free Clinic’s move to its new location at 816 
Porter Avenue, next to the YMCA, is complete! 
Many dedicated volunteers and clinic supporters 
assisted the staff in making the move, and we are 
incredibly grateful for their generous commitment 
of time and energy. We feel very fortunate to be 
able to relocate back downtown, providing easier 
accessibility for many who are in need of our 
services. 

Although the clinic has already seen its first 
patients in the new location, the work of making 
this new site a permanent home for the clinic is 
just beginning. On the plus side, our new home 
is much more spacious than the old location, 
allowing more room to be dedicated to specific 
needs, such as our new dental clinic and vision 
center. The extra space also means more privacy 
and confidentiality for services such as patient 
intake and counseling. But much remains to be 
done. A new entrance for the clinic, separate from 
that of the Syverson Home, will be constructed, 
and a number of walls will be moved or built to 
fit the clinic’s needs. The new waiting room is 
quite makeshift at the moment, but in the coming 
months we hope to make it cozy, comfortable 
and welcoming for patients. Because most of the 
rooms were private resident rooms in the past, a 
number of toilets (last count – 21) will also have to 
be removed!  

Although the move has been a very positive 
change, it has taken a serious toll on the clinic’s 
normal operating budget for the year. We hope 
that the community at large will see this as a 
perfect time to step up and offer additional 
financial support for our clinic, taking pride in 
the Chippewa Valley’s commitment to funding 
a safety-net clinic that is available for those who 

Pardon our Dust; 
we are busy constructing better care!

find themselves, for whatever 
reason, unable to afford basic health 
care or life-saving medication. 
At this exciting time of growth, 
change, and investment in Eau 
Claire’s downtown, we hope that 
compassion for our neighbors will 
play a part in that development.  
We believe a healthier community 
benefits everyone, and we know 
your continued or increased support 
for our clinic means that you do too.

Maribeth Woodford, 
Executive Director One of the best things about our new location is that we now have a dedicated space 

for our new dental clinic! Although we are just getting out of the starting gate, the clinic has received a tremendous amount of support 
with donations of equipment and supplies.  Marjorie Clement, DDS., generously donated two patient dental chairs and dental units to 
the clinic, saving us thousands of dollars, and plumbers from Certified Inc. are currently working to hook up the specialized plumbing 
needed so that we can begin using this new space. Smiles for Eau Claire County directed by Linda Bohacek, donated about $3,500 worth 
of disposable supplies. 

“The timing of your dental clinic and the assimilation of our sealant program with Northlakes Community Clinic was certainly fate.  
We are so happy to help out your organization at the right time!” Linda said. 

Menomonie Street Dental, Midwest Dental and Regis Dental also generously helped out with donated supplies. Dental Clinic Coordinator 
Paula Williams-Vajgrt has been working behind the scenes for the past months, looking at both short and long-term solutions for 
addressing patients’ dental needs and ordering additional dental equipment with funds received from several grants.  She has been doing 
non-invasive dental assessments for current clinic patients and now has a list of 51 patients needing services. Three local dentists are 
currently scheduled to begin providing volunteer services in the coming months, and another three have committed to helping as the 
program gets underway.  Paula is also creating a dental manual for the clinic, so we are almost there! 

The clinic’s recent move could not have been accomplished without the help of dedicated 
volunteers like Sue and Larry Tienor.  A retired registered nurse with more than 40 years 
of experience at Luther/Mayo, Sue started volunteering in 2013 and later encouraged her 
husband to join in.
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Office and volunteer manager Charlotte Hudgins said Sue has served as a dispensary nurse, volunteer event planner, immunization 
records keeper and volunteer committee member.  “And those are just her formal roles,” Charlotte said.  “She’s dedicated, inspiring, full of 
good ideas, a fantastic recruiter of volunteers, donors, in-kind gifts, and a cheerleader for CVFC’s mission.”

“Larry, an engineer and retired vice president of National Presto Industries, has willingly stepped up to help with all kinds of projects, 
events, and odds and ends,” said Charlotte. “During our move, he showed up many days with a hand power drill to help take down and put 
up new equipment. We are blessed to have both Sue and Larry as part of the CVFC family!”

“It’s been a labor of love,” said Sue. “We are happy with all the dedication we see with the employees and volunteers at CVFC and feel 
proud to be a part of it.” 

Dental Clinic 
UPDATES



THE FACE O F  T H E  C L I N I C

The Coffee Grounds, 
4212 Southtowne Drive, Eau Claire
Last year’s Raise Spirits, Give Hope event at The Coffee Grounds was a 
huge success, raising over $54,000 for the Chippewa Valley Free Clinic’s 
services. The event exceeded all expectations and provided funding for 
almost two months of patient services and medications. 

We invite you to Save The Date for our upcoming event in spring 
2017!  Join co-chairs Drs. Brent and Kristin Wogahn and our wonderful 
committee for another magnificent night of fine wine, decadent hors 
d’oeuvres, and entertainment.  Your participation supports all the good 
work the Free Clinic does including our brand new dental care facilities 
opening in fall 2016. Look for more event details in our spring newsletter.

In Appreciation

To the many 
who support our 

community clinic and 
the services provided, 

we thank you for 
your time, talent and 
treasure. You make a 
difference in the lives 

of each patient we 
treat. Please continue 
to help the Free Clinic 
so we many continue 

to help others. 

We are excited to introduce our new public relations intern 
for fall 2016, Brandon Hoege. A senior at the University of 
Wisconsin-Eau Claire, Brandon plans to graduate with a 
bachelor’s degree in mass communication and an emphasis 
in advertising this December. He has strong organizational 
skills, copywriting abilities, and a desire to help whoever 
needs support; this makes him a valuable asset to our 
organization. Welcome to CVFC Brandon!

Deann Radtke began volunteering at CVFC in December, 
and now holds a limited-term position as our relocation 
project manager. She retired from Midwest Manufacturing 
after 30 years working as a controller and safety coordinator. 
Now that the move to our new location is complete, her 
main duties include reworking the space to function as a 
clinic, serving as the contact for various contractors, and 
communicating with staff and volunteers to make sure all 
the clinic’s needs are met.  We are not sure how the move 
would have happened without the benefit of Deann’s skills 
and patience!

Mary Robinson-Renstrom has been a registered dietician 
and diabetes educator for 28 years, which brings invaluable 
experience to our organization. She started volunteering 
at the clinic in 2014, and has now moved into her role as 
project manager of the “Healthier You” program.  Through 
the program, Mary will introduce behavioral change to 
our patients by educating them on nutrition and exercise 
programs; this will help them achieve the health goals they 
set for themselves. The Mayo Clinic Hometown Health 
grant that we received has allowed the free clinic to address 
obesity in the population group we serve through the 
“Healthier You” program. 

TO ALL THE VOLUNTEERS WHO HAVE 
DONATED THEIR EFFORTS, MUSCLE AND 
PATIENCE DURING THE TIME OF PACKING, 
UNPACKING AND SETTLING IN. WE 
APPRECIATE THE GIFT OF YOUR VALUABLE 
TIME DURING THE RELOCATION PROCESS. 
YOU ARE AWESOME!

To Eau Claire Moving and Storage Co. for donated services, 
trucks, men, and boxes, boxes and more boxes.  We were able 
to continue seeing patients until the week of the move.  Not 
interrupting services and medications to our patients is crucial 
and you made it possible!

To the area Health Systems - Mayo Clinic, OakLeaf Surgical, 
Eau Claire Family Medicine and Two Rivers Clinic for the 
generous donation of clinic furniture and equipment. When 
the Free Clinic does not have to purchase these items, more 
dollars go to patients’ continuous care.

To Certified Plumbing for donating their expertise to our 
crucial plumbing needs, including the removal of 21 toilets, 
installation of a lab sink and, most critically, the installation 
of the specialized plumbing for our soon to be opened dental 
clinic!  

The Chippewa Valley Door Co. for tearing down and  
rebuilding our dispensary, which allowed us to start 
dispensing life-saving medications almost upon arrival at the 

 Close&UP
 Personal

I am tempted to write about the transition of the Clinic over the last few 
months by describing numbers and space. A change in address from 836 
Richard Drive to 816 Porter Avenue, for example—or an increase in numbers 
of rooms and more space. We’ll get to all of the numbers and more. 

But first, it is much more illuminating to write about the transition of the 
Clinic by saluting all the people who made it happen. When it came to giving, 
the staff, dozens of volunteers and their families, neighbors and friends, 
community groups, and many Chippewa Valley businesses gave their all. In 
an effort to lift others up, they stopped at nothing. While unpacking an exam 
room, I overheard a hallway conversation between two volunteers amid the 
dust, computer wires drooping from the ceiling, and piles of cardboard boxes. 
“You’ve been here all week, and going on eight hours today,” the first voice 
said to the second volunteer in passing, “Why are you doing this?”

The second voice replied, more faintly as it disappeared down the hall lugging 
a stack of medical supplies, “I don’t understand your question.”
That generosity—giving without knowing why, without thinking, without 
expecting anything in return is at the core of our Clinic. It is that generosity 
that has always propelled our services and drives today’s transition.
Now, on to the numbers, space, and other changes at our new location. 
By moving back downtown, the Clinic is more centrally located for the 
patients it serves. It also will be more connected to nearby services commonly 
used by our patients and will undoubtedly benefit from the current 
downtown Eau Claire energy.

The Clinic transition involves more than room and space changes. Along 
with the physical relocation of the Clinic, the number of patient encounters 
continues to increase and specific health needs and patient populations are 
also emerging. As a result, several key Clinic services are being revised and/
or established. 

A recently-received Hometown Grant from Mayo provides the 
opportunity to launch an obesity program for at risk patients, 
“Healthier You”. Mary Robinson, who volunteers as our current 
diabetes educator, will join the Clinic staff for one year to serve 
patients in this program. The Healthier You program will focus on 
patient education, nutrition and exercise working in collaboration 
with the YMCA and LE Phillips Senior Center.  An emphasis on an 
integrated lifestyle change will be a priority. Dental services are also 
growing as you will read about deeper into the newsletter. 
Finally, the Clinic is serving an increasing Hispanic population 
coming to western Wisconsin from many Central and South 
American countries. More opportunity for year-round 
employment, expanding from primarily seasonal agricultural 
work in the past, is a major contributing factor. As this patient 
population grows (many of whom present with a long history of 
complex medical problems), efforts are underway to (a) increase 
the availability of Spanish interpreters, (b) provide more printed 
materials in Spanish, (c) carefully coordinate referrals to other 
community services, (d) revise selected Clinic procedures to reflect 
a deeper cultural understanding, and (e) partner with smaller 
rural communities to enhance services in the broader geographical 
region.

As with our past transitions, the Clinic continues to grow in 
multiple ways. We all intimately share in Kristin Armstrong’s quote, 
“Times of transition are strenuous,” the three-time Olympic gold 
medalist said, “but I love them. They are an opportunity to purge, 
rethink priorities, and be intentional about new habits.” 

By CeCelia R. Zorn; Novelist, RN, PhD, Professor Emerita, 
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

Viewpoint of the Clinic’s Relocation

An

H O P E

SAVE THE DATE:  Friday, April 28, 2017

Chippewa Valley 
Free Clinic 
has made the move!

Mr. Carlos* is a 54 year old Spanish speaking man, married with children. 
He had an amputation due to uncontrolled diabetes, which resulted in the 
loss of his job. He was not eligible for Badger Care as his term for permanent 
residency was not met.  The family came to the clinic seeking medical care and 
free prescriptions.  Although these needs were met , the challenge was how 
could we help him walk again.  

CVFC’s Case Manager researched organizations that would provide the patient with a free prosthesis 
and found “Limbs for Life”, who agreed to review his application for eligibility. Through unbelievable 
support and generosity, Winkley Orthotics and Prosthetics agreed to provide the patient with the 
prosthesis and wait for reimbursement from Limbs for Life.

This process was met with many challenges as the patient had vision impairments, his wife was unable 
to read the applications, and their overall language barrier to understanding prosthetics.  Thanks to 
our interpreter volunteer, Winkley’s offering time and services with no reimbursement, and our case 
manager coordinating communication, Mr. Carlos was able to walk again.  Seeing Mr. Carlos stand on 
his own from the wheelchair he was confined to was a fulfilling moment for all of us.

*names have been changed to protect our patients privacy

new location.  Rob Bearrood and his crew continue to do many 
supportive tasks to rebuild the clinic, but this was huge!

To Sacred Heart Hospital’s Security Department, Affinitech 
and Hoops/Imagineering for developing and installing a much 
needed security plan and equipment. With these donations, we 
feel confident that we have made our patients,’ volunteers’ and 
staff ’s safety a priority.

To United Way’s Day of Caring crew and the United Health 
Group team for helping us spiff up our new home.  Many hands 
make work light work, and we appreciated those who donated a 
Friday morning to us!  

AND AN OVERWHELMING OUTPOURING OF GRATITUDE  

To Market and Johnson for all the donated services, helping 
us turn private residents’ rooms into a medical clinic.  Walls are 
coming down, bathrooms renovated, a private entrance under 
construction, plus much more. Jerry Renstrom’s expertise as 
construction manager has been irreplaceable. We are just getting 
started but we would never have been able to accomplish any of 
this without Market and Johnson’s generosity!

The Free Clinic is so very grateful for the many blessings we 
receive. While the notice to relocate was devastating, we regrouped 
and many community leaders stepped forward to offer their help.  
Please join us in thanking them and continue to do business with 
them.  The work is certainly not done, and there will be many 
more to thank in future announcements. You may be one of them!  


